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                Getting there involves 11 steps, starting with sequencing the woolly mammoth genome and ending with placing live animals on Earth. In between, the team will be identifying the genes that make a woolly mammoth (compared with an elephant, its closet genetic relative), editing those genes into an elephant embryo using CRISPR, and gestating the gene-edited embryo to term. Churchâ€™s team, which up until now had been working with very little funding, has identified 60 genes that confer mammoth-like features â€” some of which, such as those that confer cold tolerance, will be edited in. In another Church start-up, e-Genesis, 42 genes have been edited in pigs to make their organs available for human transplantation â€” a proof of concept for the approach.
Ben Lamm, a technology-focused entrepreneur and founder of the AI company Hypergiant, is heading the company. Colossalâ€™s advisory board also includes ethicists, evolutionary biologists, chemists and bioengineers.
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